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Abstract—In distributed collaborative systems, participants
maintain a replicated copy of shared documents. They edit
their own copy and then share their modifications without
any coordination. Copies follow successions of divergence and
convergence. Convergence is a liveness property of collaborative
systems. Some malicious participants may find an advantage
to make the collaboration fail. To that end, they can preclude
convergence of the copies.

To protect convergence of copies, participants can exploit an
authenticated log of modifications. New participants have to
retrieve the entire log in order to contribute. Unfortunately, the
cost of joining a collaboration increases with the size of this log.
Causal Stability allows to prune authenticated logs in a static
collaborative group without any malicious participants.

In this paper, we first tailor Causal Stability to dynamic
groups in presence of malicious participants. We then propose
a mechanism to verify the consistency of a pruned log and a
mechanism to authenticate a snapshot from a pruned log.

Index Terms—Authenticated log; Prunable log; Authenticated
snapshot; Distributed collaborative systems; Dynamic group;
Consistency; Convergence; Causal Stability; View-Fork-Join-
Causal

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern collaborative systems enable participants to co-
author shared documents. They rely on optimistic replication
algorithms [1] which support concurrent and conflicting edits of
these documents. Participants hold their own copy of documents.
They edit it locally before sharing their modifications with
others. Thus, we witness successions of divergence and conver-
gence between copies [2]. Convergence of copies confirms the
propagation of the participants’ modifications. It guarantees
the progression of the collaboration. Hence, convergence is
a liveness property for collaborative systems. If the system
is unable to ensure convergence of copies, the collaboration
is prone to failure. Sometimes, participants to a collaborative
endeavor can find an advantage to make it fail. They could
achieve that by making sure that two groups of participants
maintain divergent views on a document. We need to ensure
that it is not possible at a cost that is sustainable for the
different stakeholders.

A solution used in operation-based replication is to authenti-
cate the log of operations. Participants compare their respective
logs to figure out which contributions they miss. Thus, honest
participants will eventually get the same set of contributions
and convergent logs. Combined with a concurrency and conflict

resolver [1, 3, 4], copies of honest participants will eventually
converge. In collaborative systems, new participants can join
at any time. In order to obtain the current document state and
contribute on it, they have to retrieve an authenticated log
from a participant and verify its authenticity. Thus, the cost of
joining a collaboration linearly grows with the size of the log.
Furthermore, all participants have to store the log to be able
to invite new participants in the group. Performance degrades
as the size of the log increases. Reducing the footprint of
authenticated logs in dynamic collaborative groups remains an
important problem. One way to achieve that is to prune the log
to maintain the cost at an acceptable level. Authenticated logs
rely on consistency models [5] which define how contributions
can be related to each other. Causal Stability [6] enables us
to safely prune causal-consistent logs in static groups. Once a
contribution is stable, participants have the guarantee that all
participants included it in their log. They cannot issue a new
contribution concurrently to a stable one.

In this paper, we propose to adopt the same strategy but
with dynamic groups and in presence of an active adversary.
To this end, we first adapt Causal Stability to dynamic groups.
Then, we propose a consistency model that enables stabilization.
Our consistency model is specified under the perspective of a
log and relies on View-Fork-Join-Causal (VFJC) consistency
model [7]. In the literature, VFJC is considered the strongest
achievable consistency model in a distributed collaborative
system with an active adversary. We define when a contribution
is stable in our Stabilizable VFJC log. We design a mechanism
to check the consistency of a pruned log. To illustrate the value
of our stabilizable and prunable log, we propose a mechanism
to authenticate a document snapshot from a pruned log.

II. SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODELS

In this section, we introduce distributed collaborative systems
along with basic notations. Then, we model the adversary of
the system. Next, we present the definition of VFJC under the
perspective of an authenticated log. Last, we illustrate the use
of a VFJC log by the means of an example.

A. Distributed collaborative systems

Distributed collaborative systems support collaborative activ-
ities without a central server. A collaborative activity involves
a group of participants that contribute to a common work. A



group has a finite and evolving number of participants. They
can leave and join the collaboration at any time. We denote
P the set of participants. P = {P1, . . . , Pi, . . . , PN}. Each
participant owns an asymmetric signing key pair [8].

P is partitioned when there is no network connection
between subsets of participants. A participant in a singleton is
said to be offline. Subsets evolve depending on the status of
their connection. The system is always-available [7] such that
every participant can contribute to the common work at all
time. To this end, each participant holds a copy of shared data.
This is a sticky availability model [9]. Si

t denotes the state of
the copy held by a participant Pi at a discrete time t.

Participants apply contributions such as insertions and
deletions on their own copy. cij denotes the j-th contribution of
Pi. ci denotes any contribution of Pi. Participants eventually
share their contributions to the rest of the group via an
asynchronous network [10] without any coordination.

Always-availability leads to concurrent contributions and
then conflicts [11]. As previous works [12, 7], we delegate the
handling of concurrencies and conflicts to the application [1,
3, 4]. Causality tracking [13] exposes concurrencies between
contributions. Instead of tracking every causal relation, we can
only expose immediate dependencies [14, 15, 16]. Definition 1
introduces related notations. We assume that the contributions
are causally delivered. Although the application decides how
to resolve conflicts, we assume strong convergence [17, 3]:
Two participants who play the same set of contributions get
an identical state without any further coordination.

Definition 1 (Causality). We write a → b, if and only if
a (causally) precedes b. We also said that b depends on a.
“→” is a strict partial order. Two contributions a and b are
concurrent, denoted a‖b, if and only if neither precedes the
other. b immediately depends on a, denoted a ↓ b, if and only
if there does not exist a contribution c such that a precedes c
and c precedes b.

a ↓ b ⇐⇒ a→ b ∧ (@c · a→ c→ b) (Immediate Dep.)

a‖b ⇐⇒ a 6= b ∧ a 6→ b ∧ b 6→ a (Concurrency)

B. Adversary model
We consider a Byzantine adversary [18]. The adversary

controls an unbounded number of malicious participants. They
can collude together. The adversary has also an extended control
over network. She is able to alter, discard, duplicate, or reorder
messages. She can partition the set of honest participants.
However we assume the following limitations:
• She has limited resources, both in time and computational

power. These resources are not sufficient to break the
cryptographic primitives used, such as collision-resistant
hash functions and digital signatures.

• She cannot prevent an honest participant from authenti-
cating the public key of another honest participant.

• She is not able to prevent honest participants from
eventually exchanging an unbounded number of messages.

The adversary aims at permanently prevent honest participants
from eventually converging to the same state of shared data.

C. VFJC log as threat mitigation

Authenticated logs [19, 20] make misbehaviors evident.
An authenticated log contains all participants’ contributions
along with their dependencies. Each contribution embeds the
identifiers of its immediate dependencies. To make the log
tamper-evident, the identifier of a contribution includes its
collision-resistant hash and a contribution is digitally signed
with the private key of its author.

Hi
t denotes the append-only log of a participant Pi at a

discrete time t. For all t, Hi
t is a sublog of Hi

t+1. Figure 1
presents a representation of an authenticated log. If there exists
a directed edge from a first contribution to a second one, then
the second contribution immediately depends on the first one.

cA1

cA2

cB1

cB2

Figure 1. Authenticated log of Alice (PA). Alice generates a first contribution
cA1 at discrete time t = 1. HA

1 =
{
cA1

}
. Then, she generates cA2 such that

cA2 depends on cA1 . HA
2 =

{
cA1 ↓ cA2

}
. Alice receives and delivers cB1 , the

first contribution of Bob (PB). cB1 is concurrent to cA2 and depends on cA1 .
HA

3 =
{
cA1 ↓ cA2 , cA1 ↓ cB1

}
. Then, she receives and delivers cB2 , the second

contribution of Bob. HA
4 =

{
cA1 ↓ cA2 , cA1 ↓ cB1 , cA2 ↓ cB2 , cB1 ↓ cB2

}
.

Given an authenticated log, any honest participant can figure
out who misbehaves from a set of rules. At the log level, the
rules are summarized with a consistency model [5]. It restricts
how contributions can be related. In the literature, VFJC is the
strongest achievable consistency model in an always-available
and convergent system in presence of a Byzantine adversary.

In VFJC, a participant is considered malicious only if she
issues two or more contributions that are concurrent with
themselves. To distinguish them from allowed concurrent
contributions, i.e. those authored by distinct authors, we refer
to them as non-linear1. Definition 2 defines when a participant
is provably malicious.

Definition 2 (Provably malicious). If a VFJC-consistent log has
at least two non-linear contributions, then their author is prov-
ably malicious. Given a contribution c, provablyMalicious(c)
gives all provably malicious participants in the sublog that only
includes c and all contributions that precede c.

provablyMalicious(c) =
{
Pk | ∃(ckl ‖ckm)→ c

}
By issuing non-linear contributions, a malicious participant

creates concurrent branches of contributions called forks [17,
21]. The acceptance of forks in a log may raise difficult conflicts
to resolve. VFJC limits the number of accepted forks according
to the number of malicious participants.

Definition 3 presents VFJC under the abstraction of a log.
Each honest participant maintains a VFJC log. This definition
is different from the original one in the following aspects:

1Mahajan et al. [7] refers to them as non-serial



• VFJC was specified for distributed storage systems where
several data are concurrently modified. In our system
model, participants collaboratively edit a single data.

• VFJC consistency model uses real-time dates to prevent
a past contribution from depending on a future one. We
assume that the causal delivery layer enforces this.

Definition 3 (VFJC log). Let a VFJC log Hi
t = (Contribi

t,→)
from an honest participant Pi at a discrete time t. Hi

t is a
locally finite partially ordered set (poset). Contribi

t is the set
of accepted contributions for Pi at time t. ‘→’ is a strict partial
order with the following extra properties:
L1 (per-participant linear ordering) Pi, the owner of Hi

t ,
linearly orders her own contributions.

∀cik ∀cil · cik → cil ⇐⇒ k < l

L2 (proper generation — causality tracking) Every contri-
bution of Pi, the owner of Hi

t , depends on all contributions
of the log in which it was appended.

∀ci∃t′ ·Hi
t′+1 −Hi

t′ =
{
ci
}
∧ ∀x ∈ Hi

t′ · x→ ci

L3 (sharing with no provably malicious) If there exists an
immediate dependency relation between two contributions,
then none of these contributions is authored by a provably
malicious participant in the sublog that only contains them and
all contributions that precede them.

∀ck ↓ cl · Pk, Pl 6∈ provablyMalicious(cl)

L4 (appendable — sharing with no provably malicious)
There does not exist a pair of non-linear contributions such
that one is among the latest contributions.

∀ckl · @ckm‖ckl ∧ ckm ∈ latest it

where latest it = {x | @y · x→ y}

D. Motivating example

Suppose a team of volunteers, including Alice and Mallory,
who organize an event. Alice creates a shared document and
invites few team members to contribute to it. Each year,
opponents try to disturb the event. Since the organizing team
is open, malicious people, such as Mallory, can join the team.
In order to protect convergence against misbehaviors, the
document is secured thanks to a VFJC log.

Alice, Mallory, and other members participate in several
editing sessions. The document contains minutes, reports, and
a poll to know who is coming on the 4th of May, the date of
the event. The log grows and all participants get a convergent
log. Alice invites Bob in the editing group.

Figure 2 represents the part of the log of the collaboration
when Bob is invited and can join the group. Alice (PA) invites
Bob (PB) and ask collaborators to fill the poll. cA1 sums up
these actions. Bob joins the group thanks to Mallory (PM ).
Mallory attempts to mislead Bob about the date. She modifies
the date to the 8th of March and only shares this modification
cM2 with Bob. In the meantime, she confirms with cM1 her
availability on the 4th of May to Alice. Bob has the wrong

date and then confirms with cB1 his attendance on the 8th of
March. Upon reception of cB1 , Alice is aware that Bob has
not the same causal context as hers. Given cM2 , she figures
out the misbehavior of Mallory. At the end of the depicted
session, honest participants, Alice and Bob, get a convergent
log and stop communicating with Mallory. Note that they stop
communicating with Mallory as soon as they figure out her
misbehavior: upon delivery of cB1 for Alice, and cA2 for Bob.

PA

PM

PB

cA1

cM1

cM2

cB1

cA2

cB2

(a) Dashed arrows are transmissions of one or more contributions.

cA1

cM1 cA2

cM2 cB1

cB2

(b) A VFJC log with a fork junction at cB2 .

Figure 2. (a) A collaborative session and (b) the VFJC log of honest
participants (Alice PA and Bob PB) after their convergence. Mallory (PM )
issues two non-linear contributions (cM1 ‖cM2 ). She is provably malicious.

In their respective VFJC log, honest participants linearly
order their own contributions (property L1) and expose the
dependencies of their contributions (property L2). The linear
order matches the order of generation, and the dependencies of
a contribution are all contributions observed before the time of
its generation. Since they send their contributions along with
their dependencies, these orders are preserved. Hence, in any
VFJC log, the contributions of every honest participant are
linearly ordered and expose their dependencies. In the example,
cA1 precedes cA2 (cA1 → cA2 ) and cB1 precedes cB2 (cB1 → cB2 ). cB1
depends on cA1 and cM2 ; while cB2 depends on all contributions.
Although cB1 is received before the generation of cA2 , cA2 does
not depend on it. According to the log, cA2 depends only on
cA1 and cM1 . We explain this behavior in following paragraphs.

Mallory authors two non-linear contributions cM1 ‖cM2 and
thus breaks with property L1. From the point of view of
an honest participant, another participant is not known to be
malicious until misbehaviors are observed. Indeed, Alice and
Bob do not know the misbehavior of Mallory when they receive
respectively cM1 and cM2 . Since they have no proof that the
received contribution is a non-linear one, they optimistically
append it to their log. Alice and Bob hold two distinct forks.

Upon reception of cB1 , Alice figures out the misbehavior
of Mallory. Since Bob is not known to be malicious, Alice
unavoidably accepts the fork cM2 ↓ cB1 . However, if Alice
appends this fork to her current log, she risks compromising
her availability. Indeed, under L3, Alice is not able to directly
join two forks, i.e. her next contribution cannot both depend
on non-linear contributions (cM1 and cM2 ) and immediately
depends on one of them (cM1 ). However, in accordance with L2,



a contribution must properly expose its dependencies and then
must depend on cA1 , cB1 , and the two non-linear contributions
cM1 and cM2 . This contradiction leads to an impossibility to
author new contributions.

L4 avoids this availability issue. Following L4, it is not
possible to have two non-linear contributions such that one of
them is at the end of the log. Since it is not conceivable to
demand that Alice contribute each time that the situation is met,
VFJC introduces special contributions called views. Before the
integration of cM2 ↓ cB1 , a view cA2 is appended.

Upon reception of cA2 , Bob accepts the fork cM1 ↓ cA2 . L4 is
fulfilled and then he does not need to issue a view. Bob’s next
contribution joins the two forks. All contributions that depend
on a fork junction, including the junction itself, act as a proof
of knowledge. Given such a contribution, we deduce that its
author agrees on the fact that Mallory misbehaved. No more
contributions of Mallory can be honestly accepted. Mallory is
thus evicted of the group.

III. LOG STABILITY

In this section, we explore the concept of log stabilization.
The log is divided into a stable part and an unstable part. The
stable part includes only stable contributions. A contribution is
stable once no more contributions concurrent to the included
contributions can be appended to the log.

This section proposes to seek stability in dynamic groups and
in presence of the adversary. We first assume the absence of an
active adversary and tailor Causal Stability to dynamic groups.
Then, we show that VFJC is not stabilizable in presence of
malicious participants. Based on VFJC, we define a stabilizable
log and View-Fork-Join-Causal Stability (VFJCS).

As stable contributions remain stable forever, they can be
safely dropped from the log, we will make use of VFJCS to
define a log pruning mechanism in the next section.

A. Provable Causal Stability in dynamic group

Causal stability [6] was defined in the context of static group
and in absence of an adversary. Here, we tailor this concept to
dynamic groups and we assume that all participants are honest.

A contribution is causally stable once all participants of
the group have provably observed it. A participant provably
observes a contribution if and only if she issues at least one
contribution that depends on it. A convenient way to infer
causal stability of a contribution is to show that no more
concurrent contributions can be accepted. In dynamic group,
participants join and leave the group at any time. A participant
has an uncertain knowledge of the group composition. When
a contribution is generated, it is therefore not possible to know
all participants who are able to issue concurrent contributions.

In order to join and contribute to a collaboration, a new-
comer has first to retrieve the log from another participant.
Following L2, the newcomer inherits of all observations of
that participant. If the participant has already observed a
given contribution, then the newcomer cannot issue concurrent
contributions. Conversely, if the participant has not already

observed a contribution, then the newcomer may issue a
concurrent contribution.

To determine who sent her log to a newcomer, we add a
tracking mechanism based on invitations. To invite a newcomer,
a participant issues an invitation. An invitation is a special type
of contribution. invitedIn(c) gives all participants invited in c.
An invitation embeds public keys of the invited participants.
For convenience, we introduce previouslyInvitedH :

previouslyInvitedH(c) =
⋃
{invitedIn(x) | x→ c}

A newcomer cannot contribute if he was not invited. To
enforce this rule, we require that the author of a contribution
had been invited in a preceding contribution. This rule does not
apply for the initiator of the collaboration. Indeed, she issues
a first contribution in which she is self-invited. It follows
that every contribution, except the first one, has at least one
immediate dependency. The log is bounded-below and its
bottom element ⊥ is the first contribution.

∀ck = ⊥ · Pk ∈ invitedInH(ck) (self-invited)

∀ck 6= ⊥ · Pk ∈ previouslyInvitedH(ck) (previously invited)

If the invitation of a new participant depends on a given
contribution, then this participant can only issue contributions
that depend on it. Conversely, if an invitation of a new partici-
pant precedes or is concurrent to a given contribution, then the
participant may issue concurrent contributions. Participants who
may issue concurrent contribution to a given contribution are
required observers of the contribution. If all required observers
of a contribution observe it, then the contribution is causally
stable.

However required observers of a contribution can leave the
collaboration. They may never observe the contribution. The
contribution would never be stable. We need to take departures
into account. A participant can leave the collaboration by
requesting to be evicted. In order to evict someone, a participant
issues an eviction. An eviction is a special type of contribution.
evictedIn(c) gives all participants evicted in c. Definition 4
names the participant evicted in a contribution c and in
preceding evictions, the known evicted of c.

Definition 4 (Known evicted). Let a contribution c from a
VFJC log Hi

t . A participant is a known evicted in c if and only
if she is provably malicious or she is evicted in the sublog that
contains only c and predecessors of c.

evictedH(c) =
⋃
{evictedIn(x) | x→ c ∨ x = c}

∪ provablyMalicious(c)

The acceptance of contributions whom the author was evicted
follows consistency rules adapted from L3 and L4:

∀ck ↓ cl · Pk, Pl 6∈ evictedH(cl) (sharing with no evicted)

∀ck, cj ∈ latest it · Pk 6∈ evictedH(cj) (appendable)

An evicted participant cannot issue a contribution that
depends on contributions that know her eviction. Thus known
evicted of c are not required observers of c.



Required observers of a contribution can also be evicted
in concurrent or following contributions. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider only known evicted participants in
following contributions. Only participants who have not yet
provably observed a contribution e in which participants are
known as evicted can directly accept contributions from these
evicted participants. If all required observers of e have provably
observed it, then it is no longer possible to accept contributions
of known evicted participants of e. e is causally stable. All
known evicted participants in a causally stable contribution are
no longer required observers. Definition 5 summarizes which
participants are required observer of a contribution.

Definition 5 (Required observer). Let a contribution c from a
VFJC log Hi

t . A required observer of c is either a participant
invited in an invitation that precedes c or a participant invited
in a concurrent invitation of c. All known evicted participants
in c and in provably causally stable contributions that follow c
are not required observers.

requiredObsH(c) =
⋃
{invitedIn(x) | x‖c}

∪ previouslyInvitedH(c)− evictedH(c)

− {evictedH(x) | c→ x ∧ isProvablyCausallyStable(x)}

Under L1, honest participants linearly order their contribu-
tions. Thus if a participant issues a contribution which depends
on another one, then she cannot issue a new contribution
concurrent to these contributions. Thus a contribution is
causally stable as soon as there exists proofs that its required
observers have observed it.

The original definition of Causal Stability takes the implicit
observation of the owner of the log into account. Thus, it is
possible to have two identical logs in which the set of causally
stable contributions is not identical. Since new participants
retrieve and verify the log from other participants, it is important
to define the stability of a contribution regardless of the initial
owner of the log. We discuss more about this in section IV.
Definition 6 defines Provable Causal Stability (PCS) which
tailors Causal Stability to dynamic groups and removes implicit
observations. Figure 3 shows how invitations interact with the
provable causal stability status of a contribution.

Definition 6 (Provable Causal Stability). In a VFJC log Hi
t ,

a contribution is provably causally stable if and only if all
required observers have provably observed it.

isProvablyCausallyStableH(c) =

requiredObsH(c) ⊆ provablyObs(c)

where provablyObs(cj) = {Pj} ∪
{
Pk | ∃ ck · cj → ck

}
B. Stabilizable-View-Fork-Join-Causal log

A malicious participant can issue a new contribution that is
non-linear with one of her past contributions. If all participants
provably observed past contributions, then following L3 and L4,
they cannot honestly accept this new contribution.

However, any participant can invite someone. A malicious
participant can issue an invitation which is non-linear with

cA1

cA2

cB1

cB2

cC1
pcs

pcs
{PA, PB}

{PC}

{PD}

Figure 3. Upon generation of cA2 , Alice knows that her (PA) and Bob (PB)
are in the group. Thus, Bob and Alice are required observers of cA2 . Upon
delivery of cB1 , Alice knows that Bob invited Carol. Since cB1 is concurrent
to cA2 , Carol (PC ) could issue concurrent contributions to cA2 . Hence, Carol
is also a required observer of cA2 . Upon delivery of cB2 , Alice has a proof of
observation of cA2 from Bob and she is aware of the invitation of Dave (PD).
Since, cB2 depends on cA2 , Dave is not a required observer of cA2 . Delivery
of cC1 gives a proof of observation of cA2 from Carol. All required observers
have observed cA2 . Thus cA2 becomes provably causally stable (pcs).

her past delivered contributions. If the invited participant
contributes to the collaboration, then he issues a contribution
that depends on this invitation. He is not provably malicious.
Following L3 and L4, honest participants have to accept his
contribution and by extension the fork. Figure 4 illustrates this
scenario.

cA1 . . . cM20 cB20

cM21 cF1

{PA, PB , PM} {PF }

Figure 4. Alice (PA), Bob (PB), and Mallory (PM ) honestly issue
contributions. Then Mallory issues an invitation cM21 that invites Franck (PF )
and is non-linear with her past delivered contributions cM1 , . . . , cM20 . Franck
issues cF1 . cF1 depends on cM21 . Since Franck is not provably malicious, honest
participants accept the fork cM21 ↓ cF1 . The log is VFJC-consistent.

The participation of newcomers in a fork leads to its
acceptance by honest participants. Thus, it is always possible to
have a concurrent contribution to another one. Log stabilization
implies that at some point, contributions become stable, i.e. it
is no longer possible to accept contributions that are concurrent
to them. Hence, a VFJC log is not stabilizable in a dynamic
group and in presence of malicious participants.

To stabilize a VFJC log, we have to reject forks that include
only contributions of provably malicious participants and those
of participants invited in the fork. This includes transitively
invited participants. To simplify the expression of this property,
we disable concurrent invitations of an identical participant.
This can be obtained by including the collision-resistant hash
of the invitation in the generated identifier of the participant.
e.g. in Figure 3, the identifier of Carol consists in her public
key and the hash of cB1 . The owner of the public key can still
be concurrently invited. He is attached to several participants.

A convenient way to reject these forks is to accept only
contributions whom the author is known as participant both in
concurrent branches of the contribution and in its immediate
dependencies. In Figure 4, Franck is not known to participate in



cB20. cB20 is the latest contribution of a branch that is concurrent
to cF1 . Thus cF1 is not acceptable. To accept a contribution
whom the author is unknown in concurrent branches, honest
participants have first to accept the contribution that invites
him. In our example, honest participants have to accept cM2 .
Following L3 and L4, they cannot accept the non-linear
contribution cM2 . Thus, they cannot accept the fork cM2 ↓ cF1 .

Definition 7 (Known participants). Let a contribution c from
a VFJC log Hi

t . participants(c) gives all invited participants
in the sublog that includes only c and all contributions that
precede c. Evicted participants in this sublog are not included.

participantsH(c) = previouslyInvitedH(c) ∪ invitedIn(c)

− evictedH(c)

Definition 8 defines Stabilizable-View-Fork-Join-Causal
(SVFJC) log. SVFJC strengthens VFJC by rejecting forks that
preclude the stabilization of the log. Similar to property L4,
property L8 avoids an availability issue.

Definition 8 (SVFJC log). Let a SVFJC log Hi
t =

(Contribi
t,→,⊥) from an honest participant Pi at discrete

time t. Hi
t is a bounded-below VFJC log with ⊥ its bottom

contribution and with extra properties:
L5 (evicting only existing participants)

∀c · evictedIn(c) ⊂
⋃
{participantsH(x) | x ↓ c}

L6 (sharing with no evicted) If there exists an immediate
dependency relation between two contributions, then neither is
authored by an evicted participant in the sublog that contains
only them and all contributions that precede them (Implies L3).

∀ck ↓ cl · Pk, Pl 6∈ evictedH(cl)

L7 (sharing with known participants) The author of c has
to be known as participant in immediate dependencies of c.
The author of an immediate dependency of c has to be known
as participant in every immediate dependency of c.

∀ck ↓ cl ∀cj ↓ cl · Pl, Pk ∈ participantsH(cj)

L8 (appendable — sharing with known participants)
The author of every latest contribution has to be known as
participant in all latest contributions. The owner of the log
has to be a known participant of all latest contributions. This
also excludes contributions whom the author is evicted.

∀ck, cj ∈ latest it · Pi, Pk ∈ participantsH(cj)

where latest it = {x | @y · x→ y}

To illustrate the addition of SVFJC, we consider Figure 5
as an example. Under L8, an honest participant cannot accept
a contribution in which the author is not known as participant
in latest contributions of her log or a contribution which
does not include in its known participants the authors of
latest contributions. cA2 does not include Carol in its known
participants. Under L8, it is not possible to maintain a log such
that both are latest contributions.

cA1

cA2

cB1 cC1

cA3
{PA, PB}

{PC}

(a) Alice’s SVFJC log.

cA1

cA2

cB1 cC1 cB2

{PA, PB}

{PC}

(b) Bob’s SVFJC log.

Figure 5. Bob (PB) invites Carol (PC ) in his contribution cB1 . Carol issues
cC1 which depends on cB1 . In the meantime Alice (PA) issues cA2 which is
concurrent with Bob’s and Carol’s contributions. Alice receives cB1 and cC1 ,
when Bob receives the contribution of Carol before the contribution of Alice.
(a) and (b) respectively depicts the SVFJC log of Alice and Bob.

Alice and Bob have to issue a new contribution in order
to respectively accept cC1 and cA2 . Alice issues cA3 and then
accepts cC1 . cA3 includes Carol in its known participants because
it depends on cB1 . Bob issues cB2 and then accepts cA2 . Like in
subsection II-C, cA3 and cB2 may be views. Note that Carol
cannot accept cA2 without accepting a contribution which
depends on cA2 and cB1 . cA3 fulfills these requirements.

To enable stabilization, SVFJC logs reject forks in which
new participants have contributed. This limits the availability
of the system for these new participants. The application can
use additional consistency rules to mitigate this issue. For
instance, an invitation could be consistent only if it is accepted
by a subset of trusted participants (author of the document,
moderators, . . . ). This is out of scope of this paper.

C. View-Fork-Join-Causal Stability

In presence of malicious participants, Provable Causal
Stability is insufficient to stabilize a SVFJC log. Figure 6
shows a scenario in which a contribution is provably causally
stable, when in the meantime, another honest participant accepts
a contribution that is concurrent to this contribution.

Only participants that have not provably observed a con-
tribution c can directly accept a non-linear contribution of c.
Hence, it is not possible to accept a non-linear contribution of
c when c is provably causally stable. We say that the author of
c is a provably linear observer of the sublog that contains only
c and all contributions that precede c. Definition 9 defines the
provably linear observers of a given contribution.

Definition 9 (Provably linear observer). Let a contribution
c of a SVFJC log Hi

t . A provably linear observer of c is a
participant who is the author of at least one provably causally
stable contribution that depends on c.

provablyLinearObsH(c) = {Pk | ∃ck = c ∨ c→ ck·



cA1

cB1 cM1 cA2

pcs
pcs

{PA, PB , PM}

(a) Alice’s SVFJC log.

cA1

cB1

cM2 cB2
pcs

{PA, PB , PM}

(b) Bob’s SVFJC log.

Figure 6. Alice (PA) starts a collaboration with Bob (PB ) and Mallory (PM ).
Mallory issues two non-linear contributions cM1 and cM2 . (a) In the log of
Alice, cB1 is provably observed by Mallory and Alice. From the point of
view of Alice, cB1 is provably causally stable (pcs). (b) Because Bob has not
yet observed cM1 , he accepts cM2 in his log. Thus there exists a concurrent
contribution to cB1 which was honestly accepted.

isProvablyCausallyStableH(ck)}

In a SVFJC log, a contribution is stable once it is no longer
possible to honestly accept contributions that are concurrent
to it. Hence, a contribution is stable if and only if all required
observers of the contribution are also provably linear observers.
Definition 10 names a stable contribution, a view-fork-join-
causally stable contribution. Figure 7 illustrates how the
collaboration of Figure 6 may evolve.

Definition 10 (View-Fork-Join-Causal Stability). In a SVFJC
log Hi

t , a contribution is view-fork-join-causally stable if and
only if all required observers are provably linear observers.

isVFJCStableH(c) =

requiredObsH(c) ⊆ provablyLinearObsH(c)

cA1 cB1 cM1 cA2

cM2 cB2 cA3 cB3

vfjcs vfjcs

vfjcs vfjcs

pcs pcs

pcs

{PA, PB , PM}

Figure 7. Mallory (PM ) is provably malicious. She is known as evicted in
cA3 . Since cA3 is provably causally stable (pcs), then Mallory is no longer a
required observer of any contributions. cB2 precedes cA2 and are pcs. Thus
Alice (PA) and Bob (PB) are provably linear observers of cB2 and all
preceding contributions. These contributions have only Alice and Bob as
required observers. They are thus view-fork-join-causally stable (vfjcs).

IV. PRUNED LOG

In this section we describe how to prune the log and to
verify its consistency. We first augment contributions in order
to reduce the scope in which honest participants perform
consistency verifications. Then we analyze which contributions
can be dropped without hurting consistency verifications.

A strategy to prune the log is to remove as much as possible
contributions. Only the contributions that are necessary to
maintain the future consistency of the log must be kept. If
an honest participant receives or generates a contribution, she
must be capable of verifying its consistency with the log.

Before appending a contribution to her log, an honest
participant verifies that properties L4, L5 (implies L3), L6, L7,
and L8 hold. This verification requires the entire log or a
sublog that includes the contribution and its predecessors. To
remove contributions of the log, we have to reduce the size of
the sublog in which its properties are verifiable.

These properties rely directly or indirectly on the functions
evictedH and previouslyInvitedH . We propose to embed
their result in every contribution. In practice, authenticated
logs enable these data to be efficiently stored. evictedh

and previouslyInvitedh are the embedded versions of these
functions. These changes enable the verification of all properties
and the verification of the stability of a contribution in a sublog
that contains only the appended contribution, its immediate
dependencies, and all branches that are concurrent to at least
one immediate dependency.

As seen in subsection III-C, a participant cannot honestly
accept a concurrent contribution to a stable (view-fork-join-
causally stable) contribution. It follows that we can remove
every stable contribution, except when an unstable contribution
may depend on it. For example, in Figure 7, cA1 and cM2 precede
stable contributions. They are thus removable.

Definition 11 (SVFJC pruned log). A log hi
t is a SVFJC

pruned log if and only if:
P1 (stable base) Every contribution of the base of the pruned
log is stable.

∀ ck ∈ base(h) · isVFJCStableh(c
k) where

base(h) =
{
x ∈ h | ∃y ∈ deps(x) ∧ y 6∈ hj

t

}
P2 (well-formed unstable contributions) Every unstable
contribution is well-formed.

∀ ¬ isVFJCStableh(c
k) · isWellFormed(ck)

P3 (per-participant linear ordering) Similar to L1

∀cik ∀cil · cik → cil ⇐⇒ k < l

P4 (proper generation) Adaptation of L2

∀ ¬ isVFJCStableh(c
i) ∃t′·

hi
t′+1 − hi

t′ =
{
ci
}
∧ ∀x ∈ latest it′ · x ↓ ci

P5 (appendable — sharing with no provably malicious)
Similar to L4

∀ckl · @ckm‖ckl ∧ ckm ∈ latest it

P6 (appendable — sharing with known participants)
Adaptation of L8

∀ck, cj ∈ latest it · Pi, Pk ∈ participantsh(c
j)



Definition 12 enumerates all consistency verifications that are
locally performed on a contribution. Based on this definition,
Definition 11 defines the consistency of a pruned log. deps(c)
provides the identifiers of the immediate dependencies of c.

Definition 12 (Well-formed contribution). Let a SVFJC pruned
log hi

t from a SVFJC log Hi
t with ⊥ the bottom contribution.

A well-formed contribution ck (we write isWellformed(ck))
respects the following properties:
W1 (bottom identity) The contribution is either the bottom
element or an intermediate contribution. An intermediate
contribution has at least one dependency.

ck = ⊥ ∨ deps(ck) 6= ∅

W2 (no transitive dependencies) The contribution exposes
only its immediate dependencies.

∀x, y ∈ deps(ck) · x‖y

W3 (known evicted) Previously evicted participants, new
evicted participants, and new provably malicious participants
are the only known evicted participants of the contribution.

evictedh(c
k) =

⋃{
evictedh(x) | x ∈ deps(ck)

}
∪ evictedIn(ck)

∪ provablyMalicious(ck)

W4 (sharing with no evicted participants) Authors of the
contribution and of its immediate dependencies are not known
as evicted in the contribution.

∀cj ∈ deps(ck) · Pj , Pk 6∈ evictedh(c
k)

W5 (Previously invited) Previously invited participants in ck

correspond to previously invited participants and newly invited
participants in all immediate dependencies of the contribution.

previouslyInvitedh(c
k) =⋃

{previouslyInvitedh(x) ∪ invitedIn(x) | x ∈ deps(ck)}

W6 (sharing with known participants) The author of ck is
known as participant in all immediate dependencies. The author
of every immediate dependency of ck is known as participant
in all immediate dependencies of ck.

∀cj , cl ∈ deps(ck) · Pl, Pk ∈ participantsh(c
j)

W7 (evicting only existing participants)

evictedIn(ck) ⊂
⋃{

participantsh(x) | x ∈ deps(ck)
}

An honest participant is able to prune her log without hurting
its future consistency or its availability. She can receive a
new contribution and verify its consistency. She can also
generate new consistent contributions. Because we define
stability such that it is independent of the owner of the log,
any participant can verify the consistency of a pruned log.
Thus new participants can retrieve a pruned log and verify its
consistency. Because contributions are missing, they cannot
verify whether all contributions are well-formed. They have to

trust verifications carried out by other participants. Every stable
contributions are considered well-formed. If a new participant
retrieves a pruned log, he is not able to obtain the current state
of the document. Next, we propose to retrieve a pruned log
with an untrusted snapshot and to authenticate the snapshot
from the pruned log.

V. AUTHENTICATED SNAPSHOT

In this section we propose to authenticate an untrusted
snapshot of the document with a SVFJC pruned log. To do
that we augment invitations with state fingerprints.

When a collaboration starts, the log contains a single
contribution. This first contribution ⊥ is an invitation that
invites the first participants. Each time a contribution is
appended to the log, the contribution is played on the local
copy of the shared document. Some contributions, such as
views, invitations, and evictions, make no change to the state.

We say that a state Si
t and a log Hi

t are consistent if and only
if the causal execution of every contribution of Hi

t on the empty
state S0 gives Si

t . Note that there exists several sequences of
causal execution when the log contains concurrent contributions.
In subsection II-A we assume strong convergence [17, 3]. This
guarantees that every sequence of causal execution produces
the same state. undo(Contrib, S) causally undoes a set of
contributions Contrib on a state S.

Under L8, the latest contributions of a SVFJC log must
include the owner of the log as known participants. An honest
newcomer accepts only SVFJC-consistent pruned logs. Thus
he must be a known participant in every latest contribution
of the log. As long as a participant has not contributed to
the collaboration, the contribution that invites him is unstable.
Consistent pruned log includes all unstable contributions. It
follows that the contribution that invites this newcomer is part
of a consistent pruned log.

We are certain that an honest newcomer will observe the
contribution that invites him. We can embed information to
authenticate a snapshot in this contribution. When a participant
invites a newcomer, she computes the fingerprint of the current
state of the document and embeds it in the invitation. This
fingerprint is a collision-resistant hash. fingerprint(c) gives
the embedded fingerprint if c is an invitation.

To verify whether the embedded fingerprint of an invitation
c is correct, a participant has to produce the state observed
by c. The participant first duplicates the current local state
and undoes every concurrent and following contributions of
c. Then she computes the fingerprint of the obtained state. If
the computed fingerprint matches the embedded one, then the
embedded fingerprint is correct. computedFingerprint(S) is
the function that computes the fingerprint of a state S.

To ensure that only correct fingerprints are embedded in
invitations, in Definition 13 we extend the definition of well-
formed contributions.

Definition 13 (Well-formed contribution and fingerprints). Let
a SVFJC log Hi

t and its attached state Si
t . Let a SVFJC pruned

log hi
t from Hi

t . A well-formed contribution ck ∈ hi
t fits:



W8 (correct fingerprint) If the contribution is an invitation,
then the embedded fingerprint matches the computed fingerprint
on the state observed by the contribution.

invitedIn(ck) 6= ∅ =⇒
fingerprint(ck) = computedFingerprint(S )

where S = undo(
{
x ∈ hi

t | x‖ck ∨ ck → x
}
, Si

t)

New participants retrieve a pruned log and a snapshot from a
participant. By verifying the consistency of the pruned log, they
also verify the consistency between the log and the snapshot.
Thus, if the pruned log is SVFJC-consistent, then the snapshot
is considered authentic.

A malicious participant can forge a state and embed the
fingerprint of this state in one of her invitations. If the
pruned log does not contain an invitation issued by an honest
participant, then the new participants are not able to detect that
the snapshot is not authentic. As seen in subsection III-B, the
application can mitigate this using additional consistency rules.
Another possibility is to embed the state fingerprint in more
contributions. This is out of scope of this paper.

VI. RELATED WORK

Distributed storage systems store and atomically update
several objects. The knowledge of the latest update of every
object is sufficient to get the actual state. Based on this
observation, ASTRO [22] proposes to sum up the older updates
in order to shrink the log. In addition to securely tracking causal
dependencies, honest participants have to maintain a balanced
Merkle tree [23] in which the leaves are their own updates.
Instead of directly signing an update, honest participants sign
the root of their own Merkle tree. Every signature is a summary
of one or more updates of a participant. ASTRO respects a
weaker consistency model than VFJC. It does not limit the
number of accepted forks. A malicious participant can conceal
non-linear contributions in a summary. It is not possible for an
honest participant to determine if a summary is well-formed.
Our consistency model limits the number of accepted forks.

Based on the same observation, Depot [19] proposes a
checkpoint mechanism to discard old updates. Periodically,
a client suggests update removals. An honest client needs the
approval of every client in order to garbage collect the suggested
updates. A malicious client can prevent the garbage collection
since a consensus is required. In contrast, we propose to prune
the log without any coordination and extra communications;
honest participants incrementally prune their log. Like in Depot,
a malicious participant can prevent the garbage collection.
However, in practice, we can evict inactive participants while
Depot cannot determine if a disagreement to a consensus is
honest or dishonest. To perform consistency checks, Depot
includes enough information in the checkpoints. We design
augmented contributions in order to perform consistency checks
in a pruned log. Our proposition could be adapted to Depot.

Instead of sending the entire log, SPORC [24] propose the
transmission of a snapshot. Periodically, a participant publishes
a signed snapshot on a central server. Participants trust each

other, thus the snapshot is considered authentic if the signature
is correct. Under our adversary model, this approach is not
secured: a malicious participant can freely tamper the snapshot.

Zhao et al. [25] introduces an optimistic Byzantine Fault-
Tolerant (BFT) approach for collaborative editing. Unlike
common agreement-based BFT systems, their approach first
applies the execution step and runs the agreement step on-
demand. Indeed, honest server replicas execute and broadcast
updates to client replicas as soon as they are received. When
an honest client does not receive enough matching updates, it
demands an agreement among the pool of server replicas. The
paper describes a mechanism to join a collaboration using a
snapshot of the document. To add a new client, a server replica
runs an agreement over the clients. Once accepted, honest
clients send an identical snapshot. A majority of matching
snapshot is enough to consider a snapshot authentic. If the
number of active clients is not enough, the application gives
up safety in profit of liveness. In contrast, we propose an
invitation mechanism that enables us to asynchronously accept
newcomers. Our joining process requires a single snapshot. We
rather abort a joining process than sacrifice safety.

VII. DISCUSSIONS

A. Causal stability

The usefulness of our proposal relies on the assumption that
the size of the stable part of the log is close to the entire log.

Our adversary model assumes that two honest participants
can eventually exchange messages and does not limit how long
eventually is. Thereby, messages could not be delivered before
the end of the collaboration. Participants could be disconnected
for a long period time. As long as they are disconnected, the
stabilization of the log is not possible.

Although the selected model is worthy for the design of
secure mechanisms, it is not relevant for their assessments.
Indeed, a system where participants have poor interactions is
likely not a collaboration. In practice, inactive participants can
be evicted from the group after a given period. With such a
mechanism, stabilization can be enforced. Only contributions
shared between inactive participants could be lost.

B. Availability vs Consistency

Distributed systems make a trade-off between consistency
and availability. Availability is a usability requirement and
then cannot be traded for strong consistency guarantees [7,
19]. Weak consistency guarantees are not suitable for every
application [26]. As mitigation, we build on VFJC [7], the
strongest achievable consistency guarantees in an always-
available and convergent system.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Distributed collaborative systems rely on replication algo-
rithms to support concurrent modifications of shared documents
in presence of network partitions. Convergence of document
copies determines the liveness of a collaboration and can be
protected with authenticated logs against an active adversary.



The cost of joining a collaboration linearly grows with the size
of the authenticated log.

We have shown that it is possible to protect convergence of
document copies with a pruned version of the authenticated
log. We designed a mechanism based on the authentication of
snapshots of the document using a prunable authenticated log
of the contributions.

To this end, we extended Causal Stability to dynamic groups
(in which members can join and leave for their convenience)
and in presence of an active adversary. Our proposal relies on
an adaptation of the View-Fork-Join-Causal (VFJC) consistency
model to a stabilizable version of the log of contributions. We
also showed that the log can be pruned without threatening its
future consistency. To illustrate the value of our stabilizable
and prunable log, we proposed to authenticate a snapshot
from a pruned log. The maintenance of a pruned log and
its transmission along with a snapshot reduce the footprint of
authenticated logs when new participants join the collaboration.

To enable stabilization, our authenticated log rejects forks
in which new participants have contributed. This limits the
availability of the system for these new participants. A future
work could explore extensions to offer more guarantees to
these participants. For instance, we could add time-based or
trust-based rules to accept an invitation under conditions.

Our system model elevates partitioning as a feature: partitions
can independently collaborate. A future work could explore
log stabilization in partitions.
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